Agenda for
The Florida Board of Professional Engineers
June 9, 2020 beginning at 1:00 p.m. or soon thereafter and
June 10, 2020 beginning at 8:30 a.m., or soon thereafter
Via video conferencing

Part I – Tuesday, June 9, 2020
(June 2020 FBPE Business Book)

A. Call to Order

B. Roll Call, Determination of Quorum, and Address Absences.

C. Introduction of guests and announcements as to presentations at a time certain

D. FBPE Mission and Scope

#1. FBPE’s Mission: To protect the health and safety of the public by properly regulating the practice of engineering within the State of Florida.

#2. FBPE’s Scope: To meet its statutory obligation and exercise its legislative authority by reviewing and approving engineering applications; managing, updating and enforcing the rules that govern the practice of engineering and to guard against the unlicensed practice of engineering within the State of Florida.

E. Approval of the Agenda

F. Approval of Consent Agenda

#1. Minutes from March 23, 2020 FBPE Mechanical Rules Committee Conference Call (Exhibit F#1)

#2. Minutes from April 8, 2020 FBPE Board Meeting (Exhibit F#2)

#3. Minutes from April 14, 2020 FBPE Emergency Rule Hearing (Exhibit F#3)

#4. Minutes from May 13, 2020 FBPE Probable Cause Panel Meeting (Exhibit F#4)

#5. Minutes from May 13, 2020 FBPE Conference Call (Exhibit F#5)
#6. 2019-2020 3rd Quarter FEMC Report
(Exhibit F#6)

#7. Application for Retired Status
(Exhibit F#7)

G. Committee Reports

#1. Probable Cause Panel (Next Meeting: July 8, 2020 at 8:30am)
(Robert Matthews, P.E., Chair; Kevin Fleming, P.E.; Scott Drury, P.E.) (Alternate Current Board Member: P.J. Shah, P.E.; Alternate Past Board Member: Richard Wohlfarth, P.E.)

(a) Committee Chair’s Report.

#2. Applications Review – Experience Committee (Next Meeting: July 8, 2020 at 1pm via conference call)
(PJ Shah, P., E., Chair; Dylan Albergo, P.E.; Scott Drury, P.E.; Kevin Fleming, P.E.; Babu Varghese, P.E., S.I.)

(a) Committee Chair’s Report.

#3. Applications Review – Education Committee (Next Meeting: July 8, 2020 at 1pm via conference call)
(Dylan Albergo, P.E., Chair; Scott Drury, P.E.; PJ Shah, P.E.; Babu Varghese, P.E., S.I.)

(a) Committee Chair’s Report.

#4. Rules Committee (Next Meeting: TBD)
(Kevin Fleming, P.E., Chair; Dylan Albergo, P.E.; Babu Varghese, P.E., S.I.)

(a) Committee Chair’s Report.

#5. Mechanical Rules Committee (Next Meeting: TBD)
(Scott Drury, P.E., Chair; Kevin Fleming, P.E.; Babu Varghese, P.E., S.I.)
(Public Advisors: Warren Hahn, P.E., Joe Limpert, P.E.)

(a) Committee Chair’s Report.

#6. Joint FBPE-FEMC Committee (Next Meeting: TBD)
(FBPE Board Members: Kevin Fleming, P.E.; Dylan Albergo, P.E.)
H. NCEES
   (Babu Varghese, P.E., S.I., FBPE Liaison)

   #1. 2020 NCEES Annual Meeting Update

I. Advisory Attorney’s Report

   #1. Rules Report
      (Exhibit I#1)

   #2. Public Hearing on Rule 61G15-19.004
      (Exhibit I#2)

   #3. HB 1193 as it relates to FBPE
      (Exhibit I#3)

   #4. Discussion on email from Jane Ho
      (Exhibit I#4)

   #5. Discussion of Annual Regulatory Plan and Mandated Rule Review

J. Executive Director’s Report

   #1. COVID-19 Update
      a) Reinstatement issues
      b) Renewal issues

   #2. Renew Central Update

   #3. 2021 FBPE/FEMC Meeting Calendar
      (Exhibit J#3)

   #4. 2020 FBPE/FEMC Meeting Calendar
      (Exhibit J#4)

K. Chief Prosecutor’s Report

   #1. 300 day report
      (Exhibit K#1)
#2. Profile of legal cases by year
   (a) Cases open for 1 year plus
       (Exhibit K#2a)
   (b) Total open cases by year
       (Exhibit K#2b)

#3. Non-Compliance Report
    (Exhibit K#3)

#4. Open case report
    (Exhibit K#4)

L. Engineering Association and Society Reports
   #1. FSEA
   #2. FES
   #3. IEEE
   #4. ASCE

M. Chair's Report

N. Action Items from Previous Board Meetings

O. Correspondence to the Board
   #1. Email from Rob Velasco, P.E.;- Re: Question about Digitally Signing and Sealing Documents
       (Exhibit O#1)
   #2. Email from Ed Roeder, P.E. – Re: Digital Sealing
       (Exhibit O#2)
   #3. Letter from John Ross, P.E. – Re: Request to Waive CE requirement
       (Exhibit O#3)

P. Public Forum

Q. Community Involvement
R. Review of Applications – Education and Experience will be done at one time and ratified at the Wednesday morning board meeting on June 10, 2020
Part II
Informal Hearing Agenda
(Wednesday, June 10, 2020)
(June 2020 FBPE Licensure Book)

Review of FBPE Mission and Scope:
FBPE’s Mission: To protect the health and safety of the public by properly regulating the practice of engineering within the State of Florida.

FBPE’s Scope: To meet its statutory obligation and exercise its legislative authority by reviewing and approving engineering applications; managing, updating and enforcing the rules that govern the practice of engineering and to guard against the unlicensed practice of engineering within the State of Florida.

Description of Educational Committee Process by Babu Varghese, P.E.

S. Ratification of Actions from Application Review, June 9, 2020

T. Informal Hearing on Application for Licensure by Endorsement

#1. George Tatsis
(Exhibit S#1)

#2. Anil Undadi
(Exhibit S#2)

#3. Zahra Anadlib
(Exhibit S#3)

U. Informal Hearing on Application for Special Inspector Certification

#1. Pedro Fiallo
(Exhibit T#1)

V. Board Appearance/Informal Hearing on Application for Principles and Practice Examination

#1. Jorge Marin
(Exhibit U#1)

W. Petition for Waiver and Variance of Rule 61G15-22.0002(3)

#1. Jacqueline Foster
(Exhibit V#1)
X. Request for Modification of Final Order

#1. Bilind Armaghani
(Exhibit W#1)

Y. Review and Action on Application and Declaratory Statement

#1. Jonathan Bastita
(Exhibit X#1)

Z. Final Action/Informal Hearing on DOAH Cases

#1. Wadeed Tewfik
(Exhibit Y#1)

#2. Doru Botic
(Exhibit Y#1)

Part III
Disciplinary Hearings
(Wednesday, June 10, 2020)
(June 2020 FBPE Disciplinary Book)

Description of Disciplinary Process by Babu Varghese, P.E., S.I.

AA. Settlement Stipulation

#1. Arlandson, Christopher P.E.
   P.E. Number: 63002
   FEMC Case Number: 2020002294
   Probable Cause Panel Date: March 11, 2020
   Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury

#2. Binger, Robert K. P.E.
   P.E. Number: 47833
   FEMC Case Number: 2020004779
   Probable Cause Panel Date: March 11, 2020
   Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury
#3. Bristol, Clayton P.E.
  P.E. Number: 84183
  FEMC Case Number: 2019039953
  Probable Cause Panel Date: March 11, 2020
  Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury

#4. Ramirez Arellano Gonzalez, Julian P.E.
  P.E. Number: 82594
  FEMC Case Number: 2020005069
  Probable Cause Panel Date: March 11, 2020
  Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury

#5. Buryniuk, Darcy P.E.
  P.E. Number: 38155
  FEMC Case Number: 202004948
  Probable Cause Panel Date: March 11, 2020
  Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury

BB. Default

#6. Munoz, Edgar
  P.E. Number: 50051
  FEMC Case Number: 2019028012
  Probable Cause Panel Date: November 06, 2019
  Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury
  Represented by: Clara Martinez, Esquire

#7. Barber, Timothy
  P.E. Number: Revoked/Unlicensed
  FEMC Case Number: 2019018205
  Probable Cause Panel Date: January 08, 2020
  Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury

#8. Barber, Timothy
  P.E. Number: Revoked/Unlicensed
  FEMC Case Number: 2019049770
  Probable Cause Panel Date: March 11, 2020
  Probable Cause Panel: Matthews, Fleming & Drury

CC. Old Business

DD. New Business
EE. Adjourn

Next Board Meeting: August 4-5, 2020
The Shores Resort and Spa
Dayton Beach Shores, FL